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To be effective on social media, brands  need to be thoughtful in measuring success , tapping ambassadors  and more. Image credit: Getty

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

A brand's social media presence is more important than ever, providing myriad opportunities to earn more
consumer dollars.

According to the "The State of Social" 2022 report from ListenFirst Media, brands must be cognizant of how the
COVID-19 pandemic altered consumer preferences and expectations while being mindful of prominent issues like
data privacy and value transparency. Investment in social does not show any signs of ceasing, as 55 percent of
brands increased spending on social during the pandemic and half plan to increase their spending in 2022.

"Social media has become the most effective way to get your brand in front of large audiences today," said
Samantha Morse, director of strategy at ListenFirst, in a statement.

The report is  based on ListenFirst's 2021 end-of-year survey among marketing and analyst professionals,
performance analysis of social media campaigns across all major channels, discussions with social media
marketing leaders from a variety of industries and expert insights from the ListenFirst strategy team.

New expectations 
Today, brands are expected to have fresh, innovative content on their social media channels, but to also highlight
disparate cultures and points of view while keeping issues like data privacy in mind.

Brands and retailers need to keep an eye on what works in order to succeed on social media, and tracking the right
metrics is paramount.
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Forty percent of marketing profess ionals  chose Ins tagram as  the mos t important social media platform for their brand. Image credit: Ins tagram

Different social platforms offer different experiences for users and marketers. When asked which social media
platform was most important to their brand, 40 percent of marketing experts chose Instagram.

Tying social media performance to ROI (return-on-investment) is challenging due to inconsistent results, and only
14 percent of marketers can tie social media efforts to ROI. However, as brands' teams work arduously to grow their
social media presence, it makes sense that more leaders within the brand are requesting reports on the returns.

In 2022, brands' leadership teams will place even more emphasis on measuring how their social media presence is
impacting strategic marketing goals and business objectives.

The power of user-generated content (UGC) is also not to be ignored. In 2021, several brands saw increased
demand for their products after T ikTok users discussed or featured said products in their videos.

With UGC, brands can achieve an effective balance between promoting their products and connecting genuinely
with users taking in their content.

Engagement is still an immensely important metric for brands, as 47 percent of professionals said engagement is
the social media metric most important to their work. Marketers must expand their simple methods of engagement,
however, to get fuller ideas on how campaigns were received.

It can be difficult for brands  to measure the effectiveness  of influencer campaigns . Image credit: Hublot

Brands must continue implementing effective KPIs (key performance indicators) to receive a full picture of what is
working and what is not. Other aspects consumers are craving are a showcase of brand personality and values,
brands' philanthropic efforts and inclusion.

"While some viewers will like your post or even comment on it, that's a small fraction of your audience," Ms. Morse
said. "There's a silent majority that can easily go unnoticed if you are not looking at the right metrics."

Influencer infiltration 
Eighty-two percent of brands reported that they will work with influencers in 2022.

As many brands acknowledge the weight behind influencer content and endorsement, 52 percent are still seeking
more analytics related to determining how effective influencer content is.

According to the "Measuring the Brand Impact of Influencers" report from ListenFirst, brands should prioritize
engagement over followers when evaluating potential influencer partnerships. Identifying patterns in an
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influencer's content also helps marketers ensure a good fit when choosing brand partners (see story).

Partnerships with influencers are best received when the content seems genuine and ambassadors seem
authentically passionate about the products.

According to a whitepaper from Open Influence, marketers need to balance demographics with psychographics for
the most effective campaigns. The best influencer relationships, however, give brands an opportunity to humanize
themselves (see story).
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